Summer Social 2022
Welcome by Barbara Schultheiss, Executive Director
As I share about LIFRC tonight, I want everyone to know that I am the voice
representing the incredibly hard working and dedicated staff and board, present
and past. I want them to know how important they are to me, and how much I
appreciate them and all the amazing work they do and love they share.
Everyone here tonight means a great deal to us. It fills us with so much joy that
we are all gathered together.
This time last year, there was so much uncertainty about whether we would be
able to gather with both COVID and it was raining earlier in the day.
And yet, like all things Lopez: grit, compassion and creativity has held us together.
Please take a moment to look around you. As you do this, you’ll see the people
who give so much to others, make Lopez Island Family Resource Center possible,
and help Lopez thrive.
I have the distinct honor of being able to thank each of you in person tonight -for your donations, incredible volunteer efforts, helping family, neighbors and
friends, and the many things that you do to keep our community healthy and
strong.

The last two years have been a constant challenge. Nothing could have ever
prepared us for what has unfolded.
The world still faces COVID, racial injustice, mass shootings, the rise of
totalitarian regimes, and attacks on our civil liberties. At times, it’s seems like
one thing after another knocks us down and leaves us worrying about what is
coming next. In these moments, it is easy to feel overwhelmed and hopeless.
What keeps me and everyone at LIFRC going is the belief that behind each dark
cloud is a light that shines us towards a new path. This year some of those
shining lights are the many special moments – with new leaders creating space
for conversations and movements on Lopez which have emerged with bravery,
grace and fortitude.
This has allowed us to move beyond the familiar safety of being “allies” -someone who cheers from afar -- towards becoming what Dr. Bettina Love calls
“co-conspirators,” -- someone who puts ourselves into the equation by taking
action.
LIFRC believes that sharing power and empowering the next generation of
diverse leaders is the key that will unlock the door to our collective better
future.

Being a co-conspirator begins with listening, understanding and learning
from the talented, diverse leaders on Lopez: So much has been
accomplished this year with Voices and Visions (Latinx, Tribal members,
people of color, LGBTQIA+ and disability rights leaders), ALIGN (Advocates
on Lopez Island Gathering for Neurodiversity), and La Cima Latinx bilingual
youth leaders.
There are other exciting advisory and leadership opportunities forming with
a new youth advisory group and empowerment groups, the Recovery Café
and deeper partnerships with Indigenous youth and their families.
Inclusion in action means that organizations like LIFRC coordinate
government and private partnerships to work WITH our community, support
THEIR ideas, and help THEM create a more equitable future. NOT doing
things for them. It’s why our services are consistently given the highest
rating for evidence-based best practices and program development by state
and federal funders.
THESE talented leaders are making space for us to get to know each other;
while working side by side. These trusting relationships are the foundation
that will shape a future with deeper connections, mutual understanding and
a more inclusive community.

We appreciate the risks that you: our donors, volunteers and supporters take
on this journey with us, helping us innovate and exploring new ways of
working together.
Lopez IS a truly a magical place, where we can have an impact –together we
are making lasting change happen.
You have my deepest, heartfelt gratitude for all that you give of yourselves to
make this possible!!

